
Preparing for the Beach: 
Folding a Towel! 

 

Opening Gain Students’ Attention:  
 
Who enjoys lying on the beach, soaking up the sun, and 
listening to the waves crash on the shore?  What equipment do 
we need on the beach? 
Use an active participation strategy. 
 
Preview:  
 
State the Goal of the lesson: 
Today, we are going to learn how to properly fold your beach 
towel.  
 
Discuss the relevance of the skill:  (3W’s:   Why? When? 
Where?) 
Ask the students why they think knowing how to fold a beach 
towel is important.  Use an active participation strategy! 
 
We need to learn how to fold beach towels so that we can save 
space in our beach bag and keep it from tangling with other 
important items.  
 
Review: 
Use an active participation strategy to elicit responses. 
What shape is a beach towel?  
 
Since it is a rectangle, how many corners and sides does it 
have? 
 

Body: 
Modeling 
 
*Think Aloud 
 
*Involve Students 

I do: 
The shape of the towel helps us know how to fold.  
Watch and listen to me as I fold the towel. 
 
Demonstrate and Describe:  (Clear, Consistent, Concise) 
Stretch out the towel. (Demonstrate) 
Fold in half and meet corner to corner. (Demonstrate) 
Fold again and meet corner to corner. (Demonstrate) 
Roll up from bottom short side to top short side.  (Demonstrate)  

Body:  
Guided Practice 

We do:  
Partners, grab a towel and let’s do this together. 



Preparing for the Beach: 
Folding a Towel! 

 
Fade prompts 
gradually 
 
Do 3-5 examples 
together 

(Continue to model as they perform tasks.) 
 
Stretch out the towel. (monitor as each pair performs task.) 
Fold in half and meet corner to corner.  (monitor as each pair 
performs task.) 
Fold again and meet corner to corner.  (monitor as each pair 
performs task) 
Roll up from bottom short side to top short side.  (monitor as 
each pair performs task) 
 
(Repeat 2 x) 

Body: 
Independent 
Practice 
 
Unprompted 
Practice 
 
Monitor and 
provide 
corrective/affirma
tive feedback 

You Do: 
Now it is your turn!  Unfold your towels and begin again.  I will be 
going around and watching as you perform the task.  
 
Circulate around the students, provide feedback.  Use another 
engagement activity to help keep students on task. 
 

Closing Review critical content 
Today we learned how to fold our beach towels so that we can 
be prepared for spring break!  Why was it important that we 
know how to fold a beach towel? 
 
Preview next lesson 
The next time we meet, we will work on how to correctly apply 
sunscreen.  
 
Assign independent work if needed 
 

 


